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1. Introduction. From the few in-plane crack problems solved in finite elastostatics
a substantial difference emerges with respect to the predictions of the classic linear theory
of elasticity: the nonexistence of antisymmetric asymptotic solutions. In other words,
due to the nonlinearities, the crack-face opening, near the crack-tip, is to be expected
even when the applied loading is antisymmetric about the crack line.

In 1982, Stephenson [1] succeeded in proving this important result for a class of in-
compressible Mooney-Rivlin materials under the plane strain condition. Successively, the
same result was obtained, again under the plane strain condition, by Le for a Hadamard
material [2], by Le and Stumpf for a class of Ogden-Ball rubberlike materials [3], and,
under the plane stress condition, by Geubelle and Knauss for a generalized neo-Hookean
incompressible material [4, 5, 6] and by Tarantino for a compressible neo-Hookean ma-
terial [7].

All the nonlinear crack analyses cited gave the somewhat surprising result that the
near-tip deformation field f is obtained through a mere rigid transformation of the canon-
ical symmetric asymptotic field f*. At the crack-tip the deformation field then assumes
the following asymptotic representation form:

f = f° + Qr, (1.1)

where the rigid translation f° and the rigid rotation Q depend on the far-field loading
conditions (see Fig. 1). If only the dominant order terms are taken into account, the
canonical field f* represents the particular deformation field in which the crack faces
open symmetrically, satisfying the symmetry properties

fi(r,6) = fl(r,-e) and /2*(r,0) = -/2*(r, -6), (1.2)

just like Mode I in linear elastic fracture mechanics. It is important to note that (1.1)
holds regardless of the type of assigned loading conditions (that is, for Mode I loading,
Mode II loading, or any combination).
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FlG. 1. Graphic representation of the relation f = f° + Qf*

Stephenson's result shows how the peculiarity of the nonlinear behaviour, for a wide
class of cracked bodies, results mainly in the impossibility of the antisymmetric mode
(or Mode II), so that mixed-mode interaction leading to crack kinking is also impossible.
Given the symmetries of the canonical field and of the material properties, and excluding
the branching, a propagating crack-tip, in the reference configuration, will necessarily
move following the straight path, and this for every type of loading condition.

This particular implication motivates the present work, in which a crack propagation
analysis in the context of finite elastodynamics is performed. More specifically, a straight
crack, that suddenly grows at constant velocity in a thin sheet of compressible neo-
Hookean material, is studied. A similar plane crack problem so far does not seem to have
been treated; while, a steady-state dynamic crack propagation problem, for an elastic-
plastic material under the antiplane deformation condition (Mode III), was investigated
by Achenbach and Nishimura [8, 9].

This paper is organized as follows. The local formulation of the two-dimensional
boundary-initial-value problem is stated in Sec. 2, where the growing crack in the ref-
erence configuration is modelled by a rectilinear increasing line of discontinuity.1 The

Consequently, for this class of problems even the reference configuration is time-dependent.
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equation of motion, the boundary and initial conditions are expressed with respect to a
coordinate system which translates with such a line and whose origin is attached to the
apex. In Sec. 3, an asymptotic analysis is carried out by pursuing the local motion field
around the moving crack-tip. The dynamic version of Stephenson's result and the related
canonical motion field are discussed in Sec. 4, where the expressions that describe the
asymptotic crack profile during propagation are also obtained. Finally, in Sec. 5, the as-
ymptotic Piola-Kirclilioff and Cauchy stress fields around the moving crack-tip, together
with the related orders of stress singularity and the vector of energy flux, are computed.

2. Local formulation of the nonlinear crack propagation problem. As al-
ready mentioned, our attention will be confined to thin hyperelastic sheets, under the
plane stress condition, composed of homogeneous, isotropic material, whose stored energy
function W has the compressible neo-Hookean form [10]

W(F) = a||F||2 + r(det F) for all F G Lin+,2 (2.1)

with

||F||2 = Xj + Xl + Xl detF = A1A2A3 = <5, (2.2)
where A^ are the principal stretches of the deformation gradient F. In (2.1), a denotes
a strictly positive constant and T :]0, oo[—> R is a convex function, for which we assume
the expression proposed in [11]

T(<5) = cS2 — a! Log <5,

where c and d are another two strictly positive constants.
From (2.1) the following response function for the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor Tr is

derived:

Tr(F) = 2aF + r,5(«5)<5F-T, (2.3)

where F^ = dT/dS. The mechanical behaviour of the material described by (2.3) is
of a hardening-type, as can be observed by imposing a three-dimensional homogeneous
deformation corresponding to a uni-axial stress and evaluating the stress response in
terms of Cauchy stresses (cf. [12] p. 269). The differences with respect to a classic
incompressible neo-Hookean material are illustrated in [7],

To maintain a state of plane stress, the components of the deformation gradient F are
found to be [13, 14]3

Fa0=<Pa,0, Fa3 = F3y = 0, F33 = <^3,3 = \(xi,x2,t).4 (2.4)

The last quantity denotes the principal stretch with the :r3-axis as the associated principal
axis. To compute A we can use the following plane invariants:

h = tr (Bap) - A2 + A2, i = det {Fa0) = AiA2,

2Lin+ is the multiplicative group of (second-order) tensors, that is, all linear transformations from
the vector space V into V, with positive determinant.

3These components must be considered as their restriction to the middle plane. A modern and
accurate description of the fundamental relations of nonlinear plane stress theory can be found in a
paper by Knowles and Sternberg [12].

4The range of the Greek indices is {1,2}.
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and successively impose the approximate assumption 7r33 = 0, dictated by the plane
stress condition, obtaining

A= G(a + d2)) ' (2'5)
In view of (2.3) and (2.4), the non-vanishing components of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress

tensor are (TKa3 = Tr3)3 = Tr33) = 0

d
Tuaf} = 2aFap + 2icX2 - (2-6)

since Fap — ?_1(Cof F)ap = i~lea^£0uFllu (the symbol eQAt is the two-dimensional
alternator, i.e., en = £22 = 0,£12 = —£21 = 1)- By substituting (2.6) into the equation
of balance of linear momentum, in the absence of body forces,

d2ip
Div Tr = Po-gp,

where po is the referential mass density, the following equations in terms of components
of the motion ipa(xi,x2,t) are derived:5

2aA</?i = l</>2,2 + ^,2^2,1 + Po<Pi,tu
(2.7)

2aA(/?2 = 2<Pl,l + P0f2,tt,

where

h = ¥>1,1 + </>l,2 + ¥>2,1 + ¥>2,2> i = Vl.1^2,2 - Vl,2tP2,l, -0 = 2dA2 - y, (2.8)

and A denotes the two-dimensional Laplace operator. The elastodynamic plane stress
problem for a compressible neo-Hookean material is governed by the above quasilinear
system of coupled partial differential equations.

In this paper, as mentioned in the foregoing section, we exploit Stephenson's result
to formulate a dynamic crack propagation problem for a straight crack that suddenly
begins to grow, following a collinear direction in the reference configuration, at constant
crack speed v. Since the principal interest of the local analysis of a crack propagation
problem is to study how the motion field around the moving tip evolves in time, it is
necessary to express the equations of motion (2.7) with respect to the moving coordinate
system indicated in Fig. 2.

Upon adoption of the Galilean variables x[ = x\ — vt,x'2 — £2 and f = t in the
transformation <pa(xx,x2,t) —> ipa(x[,x'2,t'), equations (2.7) become

to 2^^2lPl , 0 d2<fx _ dxp dip2 d'tp d<p2 _ 0 d2<t>i , d2(px
( a Pov ) gx,2 + a dxq qx,- dx>2 + gx,2 fla./ poVdx[dt' P° dt'2 '

in 2^ ^^1 dtp dtp! d2(p2 , d2(p2
(a Pov ) dx,2 + a gx,2 dx'idx'2 dx'2dx\ PoVdx[dt' P° dt'2 '

(2.9)

By virtue of such a transformation the boundary conditions on the crack surfaces as-
sume a simpler form. Moreover, as usual in fracture mechanics, polar coordinates are

5 Differentiation with respect to a variable Xi is shown by an index i preceded by a comma.
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Fig. 2. Rectilinear crack propagation through the reference configuration

adopted to express the motion, that is, ipa(x'1,x'2,t') —» ipa(r,6,t"). (In the sequel, the
superscripts of <pa and of t" will be omitted.) Thus, equations (2.9) are rewritten as

2 a

+Po

1 1
¥>l,rr H ¥>1,r H — VV¥>2,0 H V;,0¥>2,rr r

2 I 2 2 sin 0 cos 0 sin2 9 2 sin 0 cos 9 sin2 9
V ¥>l,rrCOS 0 ¥>l,0r H 5—¥>1,00 ̂  5 ¥>1,0 H ¥>1,7

I ' nr» ' ry& rp y*

n . . sin 0 ,
-2u ( <^iirt cos 0 ] + ¥>i,tt (2.10)

2a
1 1

¥>2,rr H ¥>2,r H 2^2,l — V^,rV>l,0 ^P,8^1,rr r

2 i 2 /i 2 sin 9 cos 9 sin 0 2 sin 9 cos 0 sin 9
V lfi2,rr COS 9 y2,8r H ^~P2,88 H 5 ¥>2,0 H ¥>2,i

z smf/ .
-2w(y?2,rt cos 0 (p2t0t) +

r

Likewise, the plane invariants transform into

^ = (¥>l,r + V>2,r) + -^(Vl,0 + ¥>2,0). i = ^(¥>l,r¥>2,0 ~ (2-11)

and the cartesian components of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (2.6) become

_ . sin 9 , i cos 9
TV. = 2atpi r cos9 — 2a + ip<p2,r smf + ip ¥>2,0,

r r
m . cos 0 , ,sin0
TRl2 = 2ay>irsin0 + 2a y?i,0 - V¥>2,r cos 9 4- y ¥>2,0,

r r
m « /, « sin ^ , • /, cos ^
Tr21 = 2a<^2,r COS0 - 2a <p2a - tpipi,rsm8 - ip tp 1,0,

r r
m » cos 9 sin 9
Tr22 = 2a<p2 r sin9 -}- 2a <p2 0 + Wi,r cos0 — ip <£>1,0,

r r

(2.12)
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From (2.12) we can derive the related polar components

if)Tr r = 2a(<pi r cos 9 + </?2 r sin 6) H—(ip2 e cos 6 — ip\ q sin 0),
r

ip
TR#r = 2a(-(/?i,r sin0 + ip2,r cos0) + -{-ip2,e sin# - ^1,9 cos6>),

7k.» = — (^l.e cos 0 + ¥>2,6i Sin 6>) + V>(-^2,r cos# + <^i r sin 6),
r

Trbb = {<P2,9 cos 6 - ip1)Ssm9) + rp(tpljr cos 6 + ip2,r sin6).

The local crack propagation problem may now be stated by requiring that the motion
ip(r,9,t) satisfies the field equations (2.10), the initial conditions

Qm
ip(r,6,t0) = ¥0^,6), — (r, 6, t0) = ¥5o(r,0), (2.14)

where ip0 and <p0 are prescribed vector-valued functions, and that, at least in proximity
of the crack-tip, the surfaces of the crack must be traction-free, namely

Tnr9(r,9,t)\e=±n = 0, TReB{r,e,t)\g=±„ = 0,

or, using (2.13),

(~<Pi.e ~ 4><P2,r) =0, (-tp2,e + ipVi,r J =0. (2.15)
Vr / e=±n \r / e=±n

3. Asymptotic computations. An asymptotic (or local) analysis gives solutions
which hold exclusively for points close to the crack-tip. To investigate the asymptotic
singularities of the motion field induced by a propagating crack we take the existence of
a solution to the dynamic global problem for granted and assume that such a solution,
near the moving tip, has the following representation form:

<Pa(r,0,t) = <p^(t) + rmva(0-,v)fa(t;v) + o(rm)6 asr-^0, (3.1)

where 1/?^ are the components of an unknown twice continuously differentiable vector-
valued function that indicates the position occupied by the moving tip in the current
configuration, and m is an unknown real-valued constant obeying the inequality 0 <
m < 1. The exponent m is positive. It must in fact not be less than zero or the
motion would become infinite as r —> 0, while the assumption m < 1 ensures that the
deformation gradient does not remain bounded as r —> 0. The most important singularity
of the deformation gradient corresponds to the smallest exponent m G (0,1) and, through
(2.6), of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. va(0\v) and ) are twice continuously
differentiable real-valued unknown functions that fail to vanish identically on [—7r,7r]
and on [to,tf), respectively. The functions va(6-,v) describe the angular variation of the
asymptotic motion field, whereas the functions fa(t',v) show the variation in time. In
both functions, the crack speed v plays the role of an assigned parameter.

We begin asymptotic computations by demanding the validity of asymptotic equalities
resulting from partial differentiations of (3.1). Subsequently, by inserting (3.1) into

6o(-) and O(-) denote the Landau order symbols.
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(2.11)2 and (2.5), and into (2.8)3 in order to calculate the derivatives of V> with respect
to the polar variables (that appear in the field equations (2.10)), one obtains

i(r, 9, t) = M(0,0r2(m_1) + o(r2(ro_1)),

A2(r 9 t) —  - ho(r4(1_m))
2(a + cM2(0, i)r4(m-1))

with M(9,t) = mfi(t-,v)f2{t-,v)[vi(9;v)v2,e{9;v) - vi:e{9;v)v2(9\v)], and

f 2cd(m — l)Af 4c2d(m — l)Af3 2d(m - 1) V 2(1_m) 2(1_m)
'r \ (ar4(1-m) + cM2) (ar4(1_m) + cM2)2 M J

f cdM.e 2c2dMfiAI2 dM,e 1 2(i-m) , / 2(i-m)\
\ (ar4(1_m) + cM2) (ar4(1-m) + cM2)2 M2 J

Operating in the same way, the field equations (2.10) transform into

2a/i[ui,00 + m2wi]r(m_2) + o(r(m_2)) = -[rip,rv2,ef2 ~

+Po[f2(m(TO — 1)^1/1 cos2 9 — 2mv\fifi sin#cos# + Vi.ggfi sin2 9 + 2v\^fi sinflcos#

+mv1f1 sin2 9)r{m~2) - 2v(mvif1)t cos 9 - f 1,0/1,4 sin 0)r(m-1) + (p°tt + ui/i,«rm],

2af2[v2,ee + m2v2]r{rn~2) + o(r(m_2)) = -[-rip^v^efi + mip^vi.fi}r{rn~2)

+po[v2(m(m — l)v2f2 cos2 9 — 2mv2tef2 sinflcos# + v2tggf2 sin2 9 + 2v2$f2 sin#cos0

+mv2f2 sin2 9)r(m~2) - 2v{mv2f2,t cos 9 - v2!gf2^tsm9)r{m~1) +<p°tt+ v2f2,ttrm],

(3.3)

and the boundary conditions (2.15) become

[2avi g(±n; v)fi(t\v) - mip(r, =br, t)v2{±n; v)f2(t; t>)]r(m_1) + o(r(m_1)) = 0,

[2av2,e(±7r;v)/2(i;w) +mt/)(r,±7r, <)wi(±7r;?;)/i(t;?;)]r(m~1) +o(r(m_1)) = 0,

with

cdM(±ir,t) d 1 2(1—m) i / 2(1—
tf(r,±M) |ar4(l-m)+cM2(±7r;i) Af (±7T, t) j T " + "* )•

In the spirit of the asymptotic analysis developed in [7], we divide the field equations
(3.3) by r(m~2^ and the boundary conditions (3.4) by and proceed to the limit as
r —» 0. Since rip,r, tpj and ip behave like 0(r2(1_m)) as r —» 0 and m € (0,1), one readily
arrives at the following eigenvalue problem:

(1 — v2 sin2 9)vai$$ — [v2{l — to) sin20]tiQ,0 + [m? — v2m((m — 2) cos2 9 + l)]wQ = 0,

va,g(±n;v) = 0,

(3.5)

where v2 = poV2/(2a).
Two facts emerge from (3.5): The asymptotic field equations and the related boundary

conditions are uncoupled with respect to the angular functions va(9;v)\ the temporal
functions fa{t;v) do not enter into the asymptotic analysis.
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The smallest positive eigenvalue and the associated eigenfunctions admitted by the
set of equations (3.5) are [17]

[1 — v2 sin2 f?]1/2 — cos 81
to = i and va(9; v) = Aa sgn(9) (3.6)

where sgn($) = 1 for 0 < 9 < it and sgn(0) = —1 for —7r < 9 < 0, and Aa denote two
arbitrary real constants. For v < 1, the existence of real roots from (3.6) is guaranteed.

The first step of the asymptotic analysis therefore gives the following solution:

cpa{r, 0, t) = ip°a(t) + r1/2Aa sgn(6)
[1 — v2 sin2 9]l!2 — cos 0 1/2

+ o(r1^2) as r —> 0,

that, like the equivalent static problem [7], implies M(6,t) = 0, providing an inadequate
estimate of the determinant of the deformation gradient

S = iX = of^r"1) as r —> 0.

It is hence necessary to refine (3.1) by seeking at least a two-term approximation

<Pa(r, 6, t) = ip°(t) + r1/2va(9; v)fa(t; v) + rm wa(9; v)ga(t; v)
(3.7)

+o(rm ) as r —> 0,

where to' > m (= 1/2), wa{9; v) and ga(t;v) are as yet undetermined. As in the forego-
ing computations, wa(9;v) and ga(t;v) are twice continuously differentiate real-valued
functions that fail to vanish identically on [—tt, 7r] and on [to,tf), respectively. By using
the two-term approximation (3.7) of the asymptotic motion field, the above procedure
can be repeated by a parallel argument, yielding

t(r, 6, t) = Q(9, i)r(m'~3/2) + M'{9, t)r2(m'-^ + o(r2(m'"1)),

A 2{r,0,t)
d

= 2(a + cQ2{9, £)r(2m'"3) + 2cQ(9, t)M'(6, i)r(3m'-7/2) + cM'2((9, t)r^m'~V)
+ 0(r4(l-m')),

(3.8)
where

M'(9,t) = m'g1{t\v)g2{t\v)[w1{9-,v)w2fi{9\v) - whe(0-,v)w2(9;v)\

Q{0,t) = fi(t;v)g2{t;v ^vi{9;v)w2ye(8]v) - m'vlt8(0; v)w2(0; v)

+f2(t-,v)gi(t;v) m'v2,g(9\v)w1(9;v) - ^v2(0;v)wif(6;v)

r\i
rip r = 2cri rX2 + AcriXX r H—= oM3/2_m ^),iz

ipj = 2ci o\2 + 4ciAA q + = 0(r(3/2~m )).
iz
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Bearing in mind the results of the first asymptotic iteration, the field equations (2.10)
and the boundary conditions (2.15) provide

2cig1[w1je + m'2wi}r{m ~2) + o(r(m ~2)) = -[rip,rw2,gg2 - rn'ip fW2g2]r{m ~2)

+po[v2(m'(m' — \)wig\ cos2 9 — 2m'witggi sin#cos6> + Wijegx sin2 9 + 2w\^gi sin#cos#

+m'wigi sin2 9)r<-m ~2^ — 2v[m' W\g\,t cos 9 — Wi,e3i,t sin0)r^m + Wigijtrm ],

2ag2[w2,6e + m'2w2]Am ~2) + o(r(m ~2)) = -[-rtp^wugi + m'ip,eWigi]r(m _2)

+po[v2(m'(m' — l)w2g2 cos2 9 — 2m!w2$g2 sin 9 cos 9 + w2^ggg2 sin2 9 + 2w2^g2 sin 9 cos 9

+m'w2g2 sin2 6>)r(m ~2) - 2v(m'w2g2)t cos 9 - w2tgg2,t sin 6>)r(m _1) + w2g2tUrm ],

(3.9)

and

[2awi,g(±-rr; i>)gi(t; v) - m'4>{r, ±7r, t)w2(±7r; v)g2(t\ v)]r(m _1) + o{Am _1^) = 0,

[2aw2tg(±ir;v)g2(t;v) + m'ip(r, ±ir,t)wi(±ir; v)gi(t;v)]Am _1) + o(r^m _1)) = 0,

(3.10)

with

tp(r, ±7r, t) = 0(r(3/2-m,)).

We divide Eqs. (3.9) by r'm ~2^ and Eqs. (3.10) by r^m -1) and proceed to the limit as
r —> 0. Under the temporary assumption that m! < 3/2, the set of equations (3.9) and
(3.10) is asymptotically balanced if

(1 — v2 sin2 6)wafie — [£2(1 - m') sin 29}wa,g + [m'2 — v2m'((rn' — 2) cos2 9 + l)]wQ = 0,

Wa,g(±TT\ V) = 0.

(3.11)

Thus, at the second iteration, one obtains an asymptotic eigenvalue problem which has
the same form of the first eigenvalue problem (3.5). In particular, the nonlinear terms
again fail to enter the asymptotic analysis explicitly. The smallest eigenvalue m! that
satisfies the inequality m! > 1/2, and the associated eigenfunctions supplied by Eqs.
(3.11) are [17]

m' = 1 and wa(9) = Bacos9, (3-12)

where Ba are two arbitrary constants. For m! — 1 (and (1 — v2 sirr 9) ^ 0), the influence
of the parameter v disappears.

Finally, with (3.12), the two-term approximation (3.7) of the singular asymptotic
motion field around the moving crack-tip assumes the following form:

o 1/2^ f [1 — v2 sin2 9\1/2 — cos 911/<2
ipa{r,d,t) = tp°a{t) +r /~Aasgn(9)    

+ rBa cos9ga(t;v) + o(r) as r —» 0.

(3.13)
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Such an asymptotic two-term solution implies

M'(0, t) = 0, t(r, 9, t) = Q{0, t)r-1'2 + o(r"1/2),
d (3.14)

A <"■*■'>-2(M- + ^.(,,,))r + °(r)-

From the last two equations we can compute the determinant of the deformation gradient
at the moving crack-tip

/ d\l/2

S={Yc) >0' (315)
showing how the asymptotic motion (3.13), for each t £ 1, is now an orientation-
preserving mapping.

To add higher-order terms to the asymptotic solution (3.13) further iterations can be
carried out; these terms, with eigenvalues greater than m! = 1, are however inessential
to describe the singular motion field.

Eliminating the time-dependence and setting

v = 0, fa(t;v) = ga(t-,v) = 1,

one immediately obtains from (3.13) the solution of the corresponding static problem [7]:

¥>a(?~, 0) = V?a + r^2^a sin - + rBa cos 9 + o(r) as r —> 0.

Obviously, the asymptotic solution of the local formulation necessarily contains some
unknown terms. Specifically, in the expression (3.13) of the asymptotic motion field,
the functions ip°a(t), fa(t\v) and ga(t;v), together with the constants Aa and Ba) are
undetermined and may be found only after solving the global dynamic crack propagation
problem.

4. Generalization of Stephenson's result and the crack profile during its
propagation. In this section, Stephenson's result is extended to the crack propagation
problem treated in this paper. So that, given the solution (3.13), we can retain that the
asymptotic motion field at the moving-tip is obtained by applying a rigid rotation Q(t)
to the canonical field <p*(r,9,t) and adding a rigid translation *p°(t), that is,

<p(r, 9, t) = + Q(t)y>*(r, 9, t), (4.1)

where Q(t) has the following components:'

[QW] =
A2f2(t-,v) Aifi(t;v)

J(t) ^ A(t)
_ Ai/i(t;g) A2f2(t;v)

A(t) A(t) .
(4.2)

with A(t) = {Alfl{t-v) + Alf%{t-v)y/2. Inverting (4.1), one has

7By virtue of its physical meaning A(t) ^ 0, so that Q(t) preserves the regularity conditions of the
functions fa(t\v).
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and using (4.2), one readily arrives at the following very special components:

ipl(r,9,t) = Bi(t;v)w{0)r + o(r),

<P2{r,0,t) = A2{t-,v)v(9;v)r1/2 + B2(t;v)w{6)r + o(r),
(4.3)

where

Bi(t-,v) = [A2Bif2(t-,v)gi(t]v) - A1B2f1(t-v)g2(t\v)\/A{t),

A2{t] v) = [A%fi(t]v) + A%f$(t;v)]/A(t),
B2(t;v) = [AiBlfl(t;v)gi(t-v) + A2B2f2{t-,v)g2(t-v)]/A(t),

w(9) = cos #,

[1 - v2 sin2 0]1/2 - cos#l1
v{0\v) = sgn(#)

If only the dominant order terms are taken into account, the canonical field (4.3) repre-
sents the special motion field in which the crack-faces open symmetrically, satisfying the
symmetry properties (1.2).

The function A2(t;v) in (4.3)2 plays the same role of the Mode I dynamic stress-
intensity factor in classic linear elastic fracture mechanics. On the other hand, an anal-
ogous function of the Mode II (or shearing mode) does not exist, in that our problem
does not admit antisymmetric solutions.

Considering only the dominant order terms in (4.3), the profile of crack surfaces during
the propagation is described by the following two parabolic arcs:

^(r'*',) = (_:£B7pr)
1/2

*/ a n= Mt'vl

with (pi(r,ir,t) < 0, Bi(t;v) > 0 and A2(t;v) > 0, as r —> 0. The two curves join up
at the inoving-tip with the same tangent, which is perpendicular to the crack-axis. So
that, at least in proximity of the crack-tip, the crack-faces are found to open smoothly,
without forming cusps.

5. Asymptotic Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress fields and energy flux.
Prom (2.13), (2.12) and (4.3), the polar and cartesian components of the asymptotic
Piola-Kirchhoff stress field are readily obtainable:

T„* = 2 a ]-r 1/2A2v sin # + (Bi cos 9 + B2 sin 9) cos 9 + °(1)>

Tier = 2 a 1!2A2v cos 9 — (Bi sin 9 — B2 cos 9) cos 9 °(1)' (5.1)

^RrS = 2a[r-1/2A2vj sin# — (B\ cos9 + B2 sin#) sin#] + o(l),

TLe = Mr~1/2A2v, e cos 9 + (Bi sin # — B2 cos #) sin #] + o( 1),
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and

Tru = 2aB\ + o(l),

?r12 - 0(1),

0(1), (5.2)T&21 = 2 a

Tr„ - 2a

r 1/2 A2 ^ v cos 9 - Vfi sin + B2

"~1/2A2 ( ^vsin#+ i>:ecos#^j +o(l).

Note that the components Tr and 7g vanish on the crack surfaces as required by the
boundary conditions (2.15). From (5.2) 1 the physical meaning of the function B\(t\v) is
also evident.

The cartesian components of the plane deformation gradient, in terms of polar vari-
ables, result in

t sinfl
Fn = ¥VCOS0 ~ fifi—jr = Bl + °(1)'

7-1* * • n * cos ^ f 1 \
Fi2 = ¥>i,rsin0 + ¥>M  = o(l),

r
sin Q f\ \ (5-3)

F2*i = <p2,r cos# ~ fo.,0 = A2r~1/2 ( -vcosO — vtg sin 9 J + B2 + o(l),

F22 = y>2,r + V2,e~~ ~ A2r~1^2 ^vsin# + vtg cos0^ + o(l).

With (5.2), (5.3) and using the inverse Piola transform, that is, T = TR(CofF)_1, the
components of the Cauchy stress tensor can be computed:

ST*l=2aB2+o(l),

ST*2 = ST*, = 2a A2Bxr 1/2 ( ^i>cos# - vte sin# ) + BXB2 +o(l),

ST22 = 2 a A\r 1 ( ~7y2 + v2e) + %A2B2r x/2 ^wcos# - t>i6>sin0 ) + B2 + °(1),

(5.4)

where S is specified by (3.15).
To investigate the degree of stress singularity in the current configuration we introduce

the following spatial radius, evaluated along the line 9 — 0:

p(r,0,t) = [ipl(r,0,t)2 + tp2(r,0, t)2]1^2 = B(t)r, (5.5)

with B(t) = [B2(t) + B2(t)]1!2, that substituted into (5.4)3 yields

^22 = (5-6)

It follows that, like the corresponding nonlinear static crack problem [7], the most singular
component of the Cauchy stress tensor has the asymptotic order r~l.
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The mechanical energy removed from the (entire) body during crack propagation may
be interpreted in terms of energy flux into the tip of the crack:8

j = lim /|rt|-o 7rt
W + 2 ■ V5) I — F1 Ti n i~dl, (5.7)

where Tt is a curve surrounding the moving tip xt. (t) and np is the outward unit normal
vector on Tt. Expressing the vector of the energy flux (5.7) in terms of the asymptotic
canonical field ip*, one obtains

j= lim [ [fwCF^ + Jpo^ + QvT-^ + QvTli-F^T;|rtI—*0 Jr \ 2 J
nr dl, (5.8)

in that

F = QF*, Tr = QTJ, and <5 = <5*.
Since the integral (5.8) is path-independent, it may be conveniently computed over a
small circle with dl = r dd, proceeding then to the limit as r —> 0. In this way, only
the most singular terms of order r_1 help to evaluate the integral (5.8). Substituting
(4.3) into (5.8), one arrives, after some computations, at the following components of the
j-vector:

jx = aA\ f ( — jv2 cos# + v2e cos# + vvj sin# J dd,
J~* V ' J (5.9)a-\j2 = aAj / I —~v sin 9 + v e sin 9 — vvte cos 9 I d9

The integrand of ji is an even function that, given its form, does not seem to be com-
putable in closed-form; however, its numerical evaluation does not present any difficulty.
In particular, for v = 0, ji = aA\^ and then decreases as v increases. On the other hand,
the integrand of j2 is an odd function, so that we obtain, as expected (by virtue of the
straight path followed by the moving-tip in the reference configuration) and consistently
with the canonical motion field (4.3), j'2 = 0, for any value of v.
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